Multi-Award winning Mediterranean beauty Lisa Panagos® is an
American singer, songwriter, actress, model and producer. You’ve seen
her in the movies, on TV, and on Broadway. Popular for movies like
‘Donnie Brasco’, ‘The Bookcase’, ‘Mansion Directive’ and TV shows like
‘Yes, Dear’, ‘90210 Spoof’ and ‘Wonderland’ to name a few
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2166116 Lisa has been singing and
rising up the charts not just to audiences in Hollywood, California but
throughout the world.
Lisa’s sultry sound and music crosses many genres from R&B/Soul to
Pop to dance and Jazz. Her songs have a great commercial appeal and
her dance remixes are sure to get you groovin’ on the dance ﬂoor. Lisa
kicks off 2018 with the release of her new single ‘Ecstasy’ that she wrote
and Produced. It is currently up for Grammy consideration. She has
recently received an award for ‘Best R&B/Soul Song’ from The
Akademia and it was placed on ‘The Campaign of Love’ Compilation
alongside Golden Globe and Grammy winning artist Irene Cara. The
popularity of Lisa’s new single ‘Ecstasy’ has continued as she was
selected for WOA records compilation Independent N1 Volume 8
edition put together by Grammy nominated Artist and Producer Oliver
Sean. Lisa is currently mixing her full length album at EastWest studios
in Hollywood, California with multiple Grammy Award winning mix
engineer Rob Chiarelli and the record is slated for release late 2018.
There is no denying that Lisa Panagos® is an Award Winning
singer/songwriter full of passion and soul. Lisa’s sultry, intoxicating
vibe will leave you wanting more from this talented vocalist every time.
Her extraordinary performance ability can be seen in her videos on her
website http://lisapanagos.com/. Lisa continues to rise up charts and is
quickly becoming a force to be reckoned with within the Entertainment
Industry Worldwide.
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